
                  American Telecommunications Certification Body Inc.
                                               6731 Whittier Ave, McLean, VA 22101
`

October 20, 2003

RE:  Giga-Byte Technology Co., Ltd.

FCC ID: JCK-GN-WLBZ101

After a review of the submitted information, I have a few comments on the above referenced Application.

General
1) Please provide a higher resolution exhibit for the labeling.  The FCC ID can not be clearly read.
2) Given this is a USB "pen" style device, a 20 cm separation distance is not applicable.  Please remove

reference to this in the Operational Description Exhibit.
3) Test configuration photographs appear to only show the EUT positioned in a Horizontal Plane.  Since the

device incorporates a swivel type of base, please confirm that TX antenna for the device was checked while
positioned in both a Horizontal and Vertical position for worse case positioning. There is concern with the
EUT positioned in the Horizontal Plane, that the major radiation pattern may have been in the z-axis.

4) FYI, because 20 cm is not an applicable distance for this type of device, the MPE exhibit provided was not
reviewed.

SAR
5) The Dipole calibration certificate appears more than 1 year old. Was the most recent calibration certificate

included.  Please explain.
6) Please provide a Z-axis scan for the worse case result.

Timothy R. Johnson
Examining Engineer

mailto:  tjohnson@AmericanTCB.com

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above referenced application.
Failure to provide the requested information may result in application termination. Correspondence should be
considered part of the permanent submission and may be viewed from the Internet after a Grant of Equipment
Authorization is issued.

Please do not respond to this correspondence using the email reply button.  In order for your response to be
processed expeditiously, you must submit your documents through the AmericanTCB.com website. Also, please note
that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted.

Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to the sender.


